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The Plateau Peoples are located in the Columbia Plateau, and the tribes included
are the Flathead, Kalispel, Klamath, Kutenai, Lillooet, Modoc, Nez Perce,
Spokane, Shuswap, Umatilla, Wallawalla, and Yakima. The Peoples of these tribes
belong to five main linguistic groups; Modoc, Salishan, Sahaptin, Kutenai, and
Klamath. However, Salishan and Sahaptin are the main languages spoken between
the tribes. The name "Plateau People" was given in correspondence with where
they inhabited, the Colombia Plateau. This area allowed for an extensive trade
network to develop, bringing along with it the exchange of traditions, goods, and
ideas. Northwest Coast cultures interacted with the Plateau People and brought
with it the motifs in wood, bone, mat-covered houses, and the idea of cremation for
burial. The plateau people in return offered other tribes their skills. These included
basketry, weaving intricate designs with hemp Dogbane, tule, sagebrush, and
willow bark .
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Shields: History, Use, and Significance
More Than Just Protection

A common lesson learned by any warrior facing combat:
shields are useful. From the Viking's wood domed Lind to
the ancient Chinese Bing Jia, shields have always been a
part of many cultures across the world. Native American
shields not only were used for protection but had great
significance in daily life as well.
The average war shield was around 20-24 inches in
diameter and was made out of layers of bison skin. The
layers were created by allowing the skin to dry fully then
attaching pieces onto each other using glue from bison
hooves. These were usually small since hunting and
combat were typically done on horseback. They were then
decorated using furs, feathers, beads, shells, paints, or
even with a piece of scalp from enemies. This could signify
status, wealth, or victories.

Native American shields are for physical protection but also
spiritual defense, too. Many tribes, especially in the Plateau
Nations, used shields as a defense against powerful spirits.
They would carry around a second shield known as a
"Medicine Shield" to fight against spiritual threats that might
plague them. The Medicine Shield was not held in the way
war shields were but instead strapped onto the horse.
Since Medicine Shields were not used in fighting, it was a
thinner piece of skin stretched over a wooden hoop. It was
decorated with designs that symbolize the warrior's personal
vision and the spirit-guided inherent power. The Medicine
Shields were made after the rite of passage ceremony known
as the Vision Quest. All shields were seen as sacred, and are
an important part of Native American culture.

Native Artist: Nathan
James Little Wounded

Little Wounded has created hundreds
of pieces spanning from hand rattles to
horn spoons. His inspiration draws from
his heritage in Minneconju Lakota of
the Cheyenne River Sioux.
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Parfleche Bags
Practical and Stylish!

A parfleche bag could be used for carrying everything
you could name: weapons, herbs, water, food, medals,
things gathered in hunts, and any other important items.
One of these important items was the ration cards
Native Americans were given when the Indian
Appropriations Act passed in 1851. Since it was the
only way to receive food, the ration cards were stored in
a parfleche bag a person would carry on them.

Turtle Clan

Parfleche, also known as rawhide, was accomplished by
stretching dehaired and clean skin, typically belonging to a
buffalo, and setting it in the sun to dry. The result of this
process was stiff leather that was extremely durable. The
rawhide would then be soaked in water so that the bag
could be shaped. This was done by folding a rectangular
piece of leather and thronging it together to form a sort of
envelope.
Once the bag was fully dried, it was decorated. This could
include beads, shells, paints, dyed hair, and porcupine
quills. The shape of the bag, decorations, and what they
would be used for would vary from tribe to tribe. If needed,
a thin strip of leather would be added as a handle or strap
on the sides of the bag. Parfleche bags were important in
Native American lives, especially within nomadic tribes
who needed storage for travel.

Dentalium Necklaces
Shells for Currency

Dentalium shells are small tubular mollusks that resemble a tusk. The
species most commonly used by Native Americans is known in the scientific
world as dentalium (antalis) pretiosum, though it has other names like Indian
Money Tusk. They can be found all along the northern coast of North
America. You can tell its dentalium pretiosum, and not the more common
Asian dentalium, by its smoother ridges and strong exterior.
The use of dentalium shells in the Native American culture was vast.
However, the most common and notable was using it as a currency. To this
day, there are tribes that still exchange shells as you would cash, with each
shell of average size equaling $.50 In the days of trading, merchants would
tie long stands of dentalium onto a cord and wear it as a necklace. When
they would want to exchange it for resources such as fur or leather, they
would untie the strand and hand it over. This allowed for easy trade.

To learn about
Dentalium from the
Siletz peoples, CLICK
HERE

Dentalium shells were also heavily used in tribal regalia, especially in
coastal tribes along Oregon and California. This could range from necklaces
and earrings to being "sown" into clothing. The more a person was adorned
with money tusk, the more they were viewed as wealthy.
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Powwows
It's Time to Celebrate

Drums- The making of drums has been a large project the Summer Program students took on. drums play a
significant role in Native American culture, more specifically powwows. Arguably, drums are the center of
powwows, the singing, dancing, and celebration revolve around the pace of the drumbeat. They are also a prime
example of each element coming together to bring life to humans. The hide of the animal, the water to soak the
hide, fire to dry and heat the drum, and the sound traveling through the air to reach us.
Rattles- Also known as "shakers", rattles are used to keep the rhythm and add dimension to the song. They are
not only important to powwows, but also to spiritual rituals like when used to help clear minds during prayer.
Rattles were made using an abundance of items; wood, gords, rawhide, turtles shells, and horns for the outer
portion, while using seed, rocks, and shells for the inside.
Dances- What better way to express joy and celebrate than to dance!. Powwows
are important in today's society because it reminds Natives they are not a vanishing
race, and their traditions will live on. Dance helps solidify that message by carrying
the traditional dances through newer generations. Children in the salmon and
turtle clan learned traditional dances often used in powwows.

Drums
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Education
Connecting Learning with Culture

The importance of education speaks for itself, and especially for the native community schooling can
help in drastic ways. Native students have some of the lowest rates of graduation at a high school level
and an even lower enrollment and graduation rate from college (Native Congress of American Indians).
With these summer schools we push for not only the improvements and the advancements of students
educations, but also to expand their knowledge of their cultures through the curriculum.

Though each grade is at different level when it comes to their educations, the Native Summer
Program involves culture within all subjects including math. An example of this is the teaching of
shapes, and for older grades, geometry. This was done with the designs of the parfleche bags
being based on geometric shapes like done traditionally.
Most of the geography taught was via stories that Savannah Jackson, a Klamath Tribe member
shared through videos. These stories consisted of the Creation Story, Salmon Dam, Coyote Eats
His Own Butt, Star Women and Coyote, and The Hunter at Crater Lake. These stories showed the
importance and impact natives had on the geography in Oregon and throughout history.

Salmon Clan

Salmon Clan
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Lillian Besa on the right and Alexis
Large-Cooley on the left.

Our Student Workers
Student workers have now become a big part of the Native Education Program and the position has allowed for the
workers to not only gain experience but also to learn with the students and teachers about tribes, cultures, and
traditions. The workers this year are Lillian Besa and Alexis Large-Cooley. Lillian goes to McNary High school while
Alexis attends North Salem High school; both will be entering their junior year.
Besa and Large-Cooley have a similar ambition to do well in school so they may further their educations and attend
college. The two of them have always been interested in health care and the medical field. In the future, Alexis aspires
to be a traveling nurse to help people all around the world and Lillian wishes to become a forensic medical examiner.
Alexis is apart of the Confederated Tribes of Siletz and Lillian is Athna Alaskan Native Athabascan. Alexis participates
in the Native club at North and plays for their volleyball team. Lillian is an active member in her basketball program
and has played for the past seven years.

Clans

|

Grades

|

Teacher

Salmon | 1st & 2nd | Stacy McEwen
Turtle

| 3rd & 4th | Brett Stonebrink

Wolf

| 5th & 6th | Aaron Level

Bear

| 7th & 8th | Linda Beardsley

Buffalo | 9th-12th | Ashley Leighty

Signs made by Lillian and Alexis
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Thank You ONAEF!
Oregon Native American Education Association has gracefully provided our
program with t-shirts. Our students were excited to finally have something that
identified them with the Native Education Program to which they feel strongly
connected. Their happy faces tell it all!
The ONEA also provided our program with a grant that allowed us to purchase
Culture Kits. These materials will be used through the school year and for the
next summer program.
Thank you, once again, ONEA members for making a difference in the Native
Education Summer Program.

hayu masi
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Did you know?
Title VI funding is determined by the number of American Indian and Alaska Native students participating in the SKPS
Indian Education Program. If you know any eligible students who are not yet participating in the SKPS Native
Education Program, please spread the word. Some of the benefits include:
Fall, Winter and Spring Family Nights, featuring culturally based math and science lessons and book giveaways
Tutoring / Study Hall 2x per week
Educational advocacy and access to special programs (IEP, TAG, ELL)
3‐week Summer Program
Parental support at school meetings (IEP, discipline, attendance)
College Preparation Program beginning at Middle School Level
Writing Workshops for 6—12th Grade Students
College Application Support
Cultural Graduation Celebration
The SKPS Native Education office is required to have an original 506 form on file for all students enrolled in the
Native Education Program. A completed 506 form must include a tribal membership number (grandparent, parent or
student) or a copy of a Certificate of Indian Blood. Forms can be obtained from your student’s school office or by
contacting the Native Education Department at 503-399-5512.

Our Native Education Program Staff:
Shelby Maerz- Program Associate
Che Finch- Cultural Resource Facilitator
Savanna Rilatos- Cultural Resource Facilitator
Kunu Dittmer-Bearchum- Cultural Resource Facilitator
Flora Gutierrez- Secretary
Jennifer Hook- Recruiter
Adjunct Staff:
Kathryn Kem, Site Lead
Anahi Garibay, Office Support
Stacy McEwen- Teacher
Brett Stonebrink- Teacher
Aaron Level- Teacher
Linda Beardsley- Teacher
Ashley Leighty- Teacher
Faviola Baez- Instructional Support
Erica Ortega- Instructional Support
Bryon Mack- Behavior Support
Andrew Limbeck- Behavior Support

